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SYNERGIZED SOUL READING BY CHRISTINE ROSE ELLE

SYNERGIZING THE SOUL WITH SYMBOLS
Map of Consciousness
The purpose of this reading is to spark insights and provide a map as guidance should the need arise for further
reflection after our series is complete.
Benefits of the reading:
- Through this reading I hope to provide you with something tangible to refer to to gain insights as needed.
- A way to connect to your inner wisdom.
- Access to the collective unconscious.
- Ways to open up to new thinking.

Goal: To expand awareness for each unique person in a way that illuminates the shadow through visual
representations of the subconscious in order to support your path of unique mastery.
The following reading is for you only, and contains specific information based on several factors:
- Symbols obtained from mood boards.
- Emergent archetypes based on conversations during our sessions.
- Insights from Jungian archetypes and symbols.
- Symbols from various tarot decks reading of past/present/future spread, and support symbols from the Wild
Unknown Tarot and other Misc. decks.

THE ARCHETYPE

The following information is about your emergent archetype.
YOUR SOUL’S PURPOSE: To create a deep connection with people using your many passions to serve others in
a way that is supportive and inspiring.
THE ARCHETYPE:
The following information is about your various archetypes that are emergent from mood board analysis, dream
elements, myth relevance, and Campbell's Hero's Journey integration.
The dominant theme: Deep soulful transformation through blending elements of change into places of spiritual
connection.
Your personal path:
One in which you find meaning in the expression of your unique talents and learn to overcome your unique
challenges so that you can lead the most fulfilling life and be in service of others.
Past Narratives:
“I fear experiencing failure in a way that limits my potential and prevents me from sharing my best self with others.”
Future desires:
To express my vision in a way that inspires others, while learning along the way.
Present Integration:
"I allow myself to feel the fear of failure while accepting that these feelings exist, I bring them along with me instead
of allowing them to prevent me from following my dreams.”

Possible emergent archetypes: (from Jungian Archetype Analysis)
The Caregiver
Motto: Love your neighbor as yourself
Core desire: to protect and care for others
Goal: to help others
Greatest fear: selfishness and ingratitude
Strategy: doing things for others
Weakness: martyrdom and being exploited
Talent: compassion, generosity
The Caregiver is also known as: The saint, altruist, parent, helper, supporter.
The Caregiver is an altruist, moved by compassion, generosity, and selflessness to help others. Although prone to
martyrdom and enabling behaviors, the inner Caregiver helps us raise our children, aid those in need, and build
structures to sustain life and health. Caregivers first seek to help others, which they do with compassion and
generosity. A risk they take is that in their pursuit to help others they may end up being harmed themselves. They
dislike selfishness, especially in themselves, and fear what it might make them.
Goal: Help others
Fear: Selfishness
Task: Give without maiming self or others
Gift/ Virtue: Compassion, generosity, nurturance, community

Pitfalls: Martyrdom, enabling others, codependence, guilt-tripping
Addictive Quality: Rescuing
Addiction: Caretaking/codependence
Shadow Side: The suffering martyr, who controls others by making them feel guilty. “Look at all I sacrificed for
you!”It evidences itself in all manipulative or devouring behaviors, in which the individual uses caretaking to control
or smother others. It is also found in codependence, a compulsive need to take care of or rescue others.
From Ariel Hudnall:
“Also known as the altruist, saint, helper, and parent, the Caretaker is the archetype that is energized and fulfilled
by taking care of others.
The Caregiver is moved by compassion and a genuine desire to help others through generosity or dedicated
assistance.
As a peaceful archetype, the Caregiver strives to keep harm away from himself and those he loves. He is
motivated by goals that assist more than himself, and in fact is prone to martyrdom, due to his need to satisfy
everyone else before seeing to his own needs.
Though the Caregiver’s intentions are often meant with the best of intentions, she can sometimes enable bad or
weak behavior in those she cares for. Additionally, though selfishness is her greatest fear, either in others or herself,
over-extending her energies into those that would take advantage of her generosity can lead the Caregiver to
become bitter, often demanding acknowledgment of her “sacrifices”, and guilt-tripping those that aren’t quick to
sing her praises.

TAROT SYMBOL ANALYSIS:
PAST/PHYSICAL MASTERY: THE EMPEROR
The Pioneer. Builder. Doer. The Visionary.
From the Tarot Handbook by Angeles Arrien:
"One who establishes strong foundations and creates what is needed for future generations: a natural parental
figure" a deep love for travel, adventure and change. Strong leadership ability; gifted in starting or initiating creative
projects/careers of one's own. There is a need to be in leadership positions or working with others who are clear
leaders There is special emphasis on sight, visionary perception, gifted with anything using sight - film,
photography, interiors spacial relations -analytical ability to show how one sees things' and eye for what is and
what is not working. Gifted critics, writers, and artists. There is abundance , compassion, dignity and refinement.
The fire is vitality, warmth and nurturing. There is deep love for creative process, setting something new in motion,
need to change both internally and externally.”
Susannah Conway writes:
Possible keywords: Order, structure, leadership, organization
“The Emperor is the Divine Father, the protector and builder of our world. He is the organizing force in our lives, the
necessary guiding light that helps us manifest our practical needs and keeps us on track when the wind inevitably

blows. “Stand firm, stand tall,” he counsels, reminding us to stay focussed and channel our energy toward the
attainment of our goals. He may represent this energy in the shape of another person, but more likely the Emperor
is the masculine principle within us, the active yang energy of agency and action. He takes control of a situation
and sets boundaries where necessary. He is the steady hand that helps us find our way through the chaos of life.
The Emperor always reminds me to bring my brain back into the equation. He inspires me to take responsibility for
my actions.”
My thoughts about these gifts:
Because this card arrived in your past/physical position it describes a very determined person who forges a deep,
rich and fulfilling life for themselves and others.
It tells me that most of the work you did was for the care of others, and that the building of your foundation came
with a lot of hard, hard work, and refusal to give up when things felt impossible. You knew at your core that a
better life could be created with the physical manifestations of elbow grease. Not only that, out of that work (the
chipping granite with a sale fork variety) arose and emergent skill of being able to find meaning in the difficult
things. The masculine energy of being able to create boundaries and structure allows you to express the feminine
balance of flow, kindness and nurturing.
Questions for deeper exploration:
What are some of the firm boundaries I have created over time?
How do I use my gifts of structure to support myself and inspire the ones I love?

PRESENT/THOUGHTS/BELIEF SYSTEMS:
ART/TEMPERANCE
The Creator. The Alchemist.
"One who achieves balance and integration through the creative process or by working with the hands; there is
deep love for one's creative expression which is inspired from perception and emotional insights' powerful and
direct communication of one's creative gifts. There is the ability to balance and blend the masculine and feminine,
yin/yang, to be equally receptive and assertive. This is the alchemical process of merging fire and water. Spirit and
emotion. It makes a new element, steam (mental and physical creativity with passions.) Love of truth and beauty
for it's own sake The highest art form is artful relationships”

“When a person is drawn toward this card it is an indication of the desire to manifest artful creativity, artful handling
of duality, polarity and relationships and the desire to create something new in the blending process, the balancing
of masculine and feminine."
Susannah Conway writes:
It’s the middle road, the third option, the synthesis of two ideologies, the embodiment of yin and yang. Balance as
a concept appears often in the tarot — here we’re being advised to keep our heads and seek emotional balance.
Pouring water from one vessel to another is the universal motif in most depictions of Temperance. Temperance
could be viewed as “everything in moderation”, that hackneyed old phrase that sounds boring at first but might be
the key to surviving this crazy ride.Temperance is calming, soothing, a balm for what ails us.”
My thoughts about these gifts:
This card lays out what I feel is the dominant theme of your reading. Alchemizing opposite forces into something
that is balanced, harmonious, and new.
You have a gift for finding the spiritual meaning of transitional places. You understand deeply how when water
becomes steam, it can only do so with heat. Or that the sand that allows us to gaze out into the unknown
horizons can only be created by the constant flow of ocean water that smooths rock, lava and debris into it’s
beautiful form forged over time. The balance that serves you and others is created by finding the meaning in our
challenges and changing them into something that fills us with gratitude.

Questions for deeper exploration:
What are some painful times in my life in which have changed by finding the silver lining?
How has my ability to alchemize the tension that arrives when opposing forces collide served myself and others?
What are some of my most significant moments in which I created balance when none seemed possible?
How can I use these earned skills going forward?

FUTURE/SPIRITUAL:
THE CHARIOT
The Generator. Motivator. Traveler.
Angeles Arrien:
“One who is gifted in setting ideas, projects and life experiences in motions; ability to 'move' people, situations,
and projects; can accomplish a wide variety of things simultaneously -usually three or four projects, ideas, and
interests at the same time; needs change, variety, and stimulation; little regard for anything dull, boring, or routine;
wants a strong home base from which to create. Gifted at many different jobs, there is resistance to specialization.
Ability to turn in any direction with fortunate results. Strong introspective nature, and taking a long time to make a
decision. There is an ease with moving into high stake of consciousness and awareness. Strong need to move in
the true inner direction of the spirit.
When a person is drawn toward this card there is an indiction of change, a time of movement, making career
changes, putting some creative ideas or project into motion.”
According to Susannah Conway, she writes this:
“This card says: grab the reins and GET MOVING! It’s an invitation to rally your determination and create profound
change in your life. You're being guided to let go of doubt and grab this opportunity with both hands. Remind
yourself why you’re doing this. Push yourself and test your limits. The Chariot is one of the most forceful cards in
the deck, seemingly at odds with its element, but consider how a river remakes a landscape and tidal waves
decimate a shoreline. This is water at its most transformational so ride the wave!"
My thoughts about these gifts:
There is no doubt that you are a visionary. However, what makes this card special is that it is an indication that you
are a doer as well. (This was also apparent by the “Emperor” card.) Plenty of people are dreamers, but few have
the fortitude to bring their visions to life. You are not, nor have you ever been shy of hard work. In fact you have
been known to work to your detriment because you tend to take on not only the work you need to build your
vision, but the work that others need to create theirs.
However, through experience you have created your own leadership style that motivates others to do their own
work. And now the support you give manifests in kindness, inspiration, and helping with clarity and strategy. You
have learned that more gets done when everyone takes responsibility for what is theirs. The result on your watch is
sisterhood in which people can express themselves, which inspiring others to do the same.

Questions for deeper exploration:
What talents have I used to build my vision of sisterhood, and how do my talents serve them?
What do I treasure most about being willing to work hard for my vision?

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND INTUITION:
TWO of CUPS
Change. Physical Transition & Transformation
Angeles Arrien:
"This is a period of change need to bring balance back into life. Snake is a symbol of wholeness-Yin/Yang is the
balance which is achieved through change, "the only constant there is." Expansive positive change that takes
place externally in order to make things more secure, stable and solid. Turned on it's side is the symbol of infinity,
endless or unlimited pace, time distance, quantity, and and indiction of a never ending universe. The ongoingness
of change unending.

When a person is drawn toward this card it is an indication that they are in the middle of a major transition which
will bring new expansion and balance into their external life, their physical experience. This is advice to flow with
the change, not to fight it, as change will happen whether you like it or not."
According to Susannah Conway, she writes this:
Two of Pentacles {disks}
"On the surface it looks like the Two of Pentacles is about finding balance — which it is — but it also goes deeper
than that. It’s an invitation to find your flow, to stay flexible in a situation that’s causing you stress. This card
suggests finding the grace to accept what’s happening and navigating it in a way that honors everyone’s needs.
We juggle our daily responsibilities and usually it works out well, but for those days when you’re pulled in too many
directions, the Two of Pentacles reminds you to stay limber, trusting the ebb will flow again.”
My thoughts about these gifts:
Because this card emerged for you in the position of “emotional intelligence and intuition,” it reads a little different
in the sense that instead of helping you cope with a current emotional situation, it is informing your pattern of
dealign with emotional issues. You emotional “style” if you will. This is great news because it indicates a deep
intuition for creating balance with alchemy in situations that seem like none could be achieved. It’s the ability to see
everyone’s side, including your own to forge new possibilities.
You know at your core that when everyone feels seen and heard, that the outcome is likely to be one which forms
long term balance through the acceptance of change as the only constant. Truly a gift.
Questions for deeper exploration:
What is my idea of my most harmonious self?
How can I use my gifts of communication to maintain balance?

KEY SYMBOLS & THEIR MEANINGS:
MAIN SYMBOL & ITS MEANINGS:
Nature’s Bridges:
The arch of summer wisteria, the place the sunset meets the water, stone arches carved from water and sun,
transitional spaces that occur in nature represent the power of transition as a spiritual path.
SECONDARY SYMBOLS & POSSIBLE MEANING:
Dancing shoes.
"I did everything he did but backwards and in high heels."-Ginger Rogers
Represents the beauty and grace that is observed by most, but dig deeper and you can see the wear and tear of
daily practice, dedication and the work and commitment it takes to become masterful.
Balloons:
Symbolize both holding on a letting go. Some things are lost into the wild yonder, never to be seen or touched
again, though when we decide to let something go we experience a feeling of the magic of possibility.
COLOR SYMBOLS & THIER MEANINGS:
Nature's lilac/peach at twilight

Blended, soft and found in nature. These colors are natural companions and symbolize how graceful the fusion of
opposites can be.
LIGHT ENERGY SYMBOLS & IT'S MEANING:
Twilight Energy=
The heat of the sun fades into a soft, deep, tranquil and quiet light. Muted, light moving into shadows of repose.
Complex, soft, ethereal and blended.
CATHEDRAL OF WORSHIP & IT'S MEANING
The Sky:
The sky in all it’s forms of mystery and beauty is your cathedral of worship. A symbol of hope, ever changing
possibility, surrounding, nurturing, dreaming and spiritual possibility.
"Psychological Meaning: If the sky is a dominant image in your dream, you may be thinking about the spiritual
meaning of life and the purpose of human existence. The daytime sky represents cosmic consciousness as
opposed to ordinary awareness. It is usually associated with God. A star studded night sky may represent the
world of the unconscious. Carl Jung saw the night sky as the most suitable place for man to project unconscious
content. The symbolism of the constellations and zodiac signs are archetypal symbols of the inner unconscious
world.
Mystical Meaning: Most dream superstitions agree that to dream of a blue sky brings good luck but cloudy skies
spell misfortune. Some authorities claim that to dream of a red sky forecasts a terrible disaster will befall the
nation."

